AUDITION BRIEF

50TH ANNIVERSARY TOUR
AUSTRALIA 2023

THE SHOW
Since its first appearance at the Royal Court Theatre in June 1973, Richard O’Brien’s The Rocky Horror Show
has become the world’s favourite Rock N’ Roll musical. It has been performed worldwide in over 30 countries,
in every continent and has been translated into more than 20 languages.
The Rocky Horror Show takes the audience on an adventure they'll never forget as they follow squeaky-clean
sweethearts Brad and Janet, along with some of the most iconic characters in musical theatre history – Frank’N’
Furter, Rocky, Riff Raff, Columbia and Magenta. Bursting at the seams with timeless classics, including Sweet
Transvestite, Damn It Janet, and of course, the party anthem Time Warp, Richard O'Brien's The Rocky Horror
Show just doesn't stop.
A brand-new Australian tour will kick off global celebrations in honour of the iconic Rock ‘N’ Roll musical
The Rocky Horror Show as it marks its 50th Anniversary in 2023.
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TOUR DATES
The Australian 2023 tour dates will be announced in due course. The contract will commence on/around
mid-January 2023 and is slated to tour multiple cities in 2023. Please ensure this information is kept in strict
confidence.

AUDITION DATES
Applications Open: Monday 17 October at 10:00am
Applications Close: Sunday 23 October at 5:00pm
Melbourne Auditions: Monday 31 October 2022 – Thursday 3 November 2022
Sydney Auditions: Saturday 5 November 2022 – Tuesday 8 November 2022
•
•
•
•

All dates are subject to change at the Producers’ sole discretion.
Not all applicants will be successful in receiving an audition time.
The auditions management team will oversee and implement any required COVID-19 safety protocols
required at the time of the auditions process.
Your audition may be filmed for private viewing of the creative team.
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AUDITION PREPARATION
•
•
•

Auditions are by invitation only.
Audition times and information will be sent to successful applicants from Monday 24 October 2022.
All audition sides and songs are available for download from the Dropbox link below.

ALL AUDITION SIDES AND SONGS CAN BE DOWNLOADED VIA THE LINK BELOW
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/k3qzgtb5mg43ptv/AAAQW3iH5n9qqFFo0AGgHFqca?dl=0

AUDITION SUBMISSION PROCESS
•
•

All submissions must be made via the Crossroads Live Talent Portal:
https://registrationscxlau.xroadslive.com/
Submissions close on Sunday 23 October at 6:00pm

CHARACTER BREAKDOWN
IMPORTANT NOTES
• All ensemble (Phantom) roles will be required to cover principal role(s).
• It will be a requirement of employment that all company members be fully vaccinated for COVID19 (inc. booster shots) prior to employment commencing.
• This production recognises the diversity of the Australian performing community, and we strongly
encourage applications from performers of varied experiences, perspectives and circumstances including performers from culturally and linguistically diverse backgrounds, religious, sexual and
gender identities or expression, disability, political views, genetics, neurodiverse backgrounds and
age.
• All performers must be 18 years or older from January 2023.
• All performers must have existing legal rights to work in Australia.

PHANTOMS
The mysterious ‘chorus’ of the piece, practically, physically, and verbally manipulating the story as it
unfolds. The Phantoms provide vocal choral backing throughout the musical and as the creators of the
various environments we are taken to. Excellent vocal and dance abilities, with strong vocal range. The
Phantoms will cover the named characters.
Playing age: 20 – 32

FRANK'N'FURTER (COVER ONLY)
Frank’n’Furter should be physically and sexually attractive to all. This is not about camp or drag; it is about
sexuality and transvestism in a way which allows everyone to question their sexual preference. Mysterious,
mischievous, outrageous and outspoken, self-gratifying and self-centred, but also capable of a sensitivity and
passion that exceeds his human counterparts. A slim, muscular physique and a strong speaking voice. A
good sense of comedy, commanding presence and a very strong baritone voice. Strong movement skills and
physicality required. This is, arguably, one of the most iconic roles in musical theatre and requires an
outstanding and world-class performer.
Playing age: 28 - 45
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JANET WEISS (COVER ONLY)
Archetypal attractive all-American girl next door. Janet is at first quiet, beautiful and doting, and a little
annoying with it. Despite her love for Brad, it doesn’t take long for her to taste forbidden fruit. Once Frank
has made love to her, her sudden attraction to muscles makes Rocky a very swift second course and her
wilder side is unleashed. Attractive petite female with fantastic belt soprano.
Playing age: 24 – 28
Character gender: Female identifying

MAGENTA & THE USHERETTE (COVER ONLY)
MAGENTA is strong and confident but remains subservient to Frank’n’Furter. She tolerates her stay on
Planet Earth with a degree of reserve though secretly is bored and wishes to return to planet Transexual.
Exotic, bewitching, smart, highly sexual and beguiling, although her emotions can be difficult to judge.
Having a great inner strength.
THE USHERETTE opens and closes the production with Science Fiction. With her adoration for ‘B’
movies she is the catalyst by which our audience enters the fantasy world of the Rocky Horror story.
Impressive rock belt alto/soprano range required.
Playing age: 28 - 40
Character gender: Female identifying

BRAD MAJORS (COVER ONLY)
Archetypal handsome American college jock. The boy every clean-living American girl would want to take
home to her family. Well mannered, a little sensitive and gentlemanly but not a geek. At first shy but later
needs to demonstrate that he’s willing to be completely out of his comfort zone and enjoy it. Attractive,
smart and intelligent but with a simple charm and naivety about him which, like Janet, could well be his
undoing. Handsome, strong build with good tenor voice.
Playing age: 24 - 30
Character gender: Male identifying

RIFF RAFF (COVER ONLY)
An uncomfortable creature with a chilly manner. Not too pleasant to look at… lithe, machiavellian,
subservient. Also has a slow burning desire for control. He shows great strength of character. Iconically
played by Richard O'Brien in the original. An actor who will relish transforming into a creature-like figure.
An exceptional tenor (with an easy B flat, if not higher) with falsetto.
Playing age: 25 - 40
Character gender: Non-binary/male identifying
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COLUMBIA (COVER ONLY)
Ditzy pop tart who just happens to have come along for the ride. Bubbly, energised, fun, frenetic, neurotic
and silly. Whilst the others might grow weary of their surroundings, Columbia finds excitement in
everything. Fun, energised and characterful performer with strong belt and good tap dancing skills.
Character gender: Female identifying

ROCKY (COVER ONLY)
A beautiful specimen of muscular manhood created by Frank’n’Furter for his pleasure and sexual
amusement. His body is aesthetically perfect yet he doesn’t have the brains to match. Boyish, shy, naive,
simple and unobjectionable. Beautiful masculine performer with an exceptional physique, because he is a
’toy’ his height is less important. Tenor, comfortable sustaining top G. Gymnastic skills and tricks would be
advantageous.
Playing age: 18 - 30
Character gender: Male identifying

EDDIE & DR SCOTT (COVER ONLY)
The roles of Dr Scott and Eddie are played by the same actor, where the age of Dr Scott is compromised to
be a younger actor ‘ageing up’.
EDDIE is the jilted lover of Frank ’n’ Furter (and Columbia). He is a rough leather clad biker type, rather
too heavy in build. Once deemed attractive he has let himself go. He is still adored by Columbia and his brief
return in Act One with the Rock and Roll jive number ‘Hot Patootie’ creates great excitement from all except
Frank, who swiftly chops him up into pieces with a chain saw. Slightly weighty biker look with teddy boy
inclinations. Good Rock n’ Roll baritone voice.
DR SCOTT is Janet and Brad’s elderly science teacher who also works secretly for the Government
attached to the Bureau of the investigation of UFOs. A friendly, kindly professor type and the only sensible
and responsible adult in the piece. Wheelchair bound. Fatherly old scholar with decent voice – has one solo
song, Eddie’s Teddy, but could be more of a character sing than the other roles.
Playing age: 30 – 40
Character gender: Male identifying

THE NARRATOR (COVER ONLY)
The Narrator takes us on a strange journey providing the vital link for the audience, both as friend and
conspirator, to the events of the story as it unfolds. The role has in the past been played by profiled celebrity
actors/comedians each with their unique style of narration. However, a character actor in their late 40’s - 65,
once famed for a past TV sitcom, a news reader or presenter, or a well-known stage actor would suit the role
well. Whatever their background, they should have the friendly gravitas for our audience to feel warm
towards them. The Narrator is traditionally the only character who may react with the audience and when
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there are inevitable heckles, it works best when the actor has a string of witty retorts up their sleeve (which
can be either pre-scripted or off-the-cuff). A confident performer who can deliver the story with sincerity and
also have some fun with the audience.
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